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y the time you reach the control room door, the ship is creaking and
swaying completely irregularly, often forcing the three of you to walk
along the corners of corridors before silently tossing you to the other
side.

You place a hand on the door, and feel no vibrations or sign of activity. “You’re
sure this is it, Lamar?”
“Have a peek at the giant sign on the door,” he replies.
“No, we trust you.” You push it open a fraction. Its hinges let out a metallic
shriek that provides a welcome distraction from the ship’s perpetual creaking.
“Remember. Don’t look out the window...whatever you do.”
The door swings open, quietening as it picks up speed before thudding into the
wall.
The creaking and swaying suddenly halts.
Come inside, treader of the dust.
Immediately, Penny takes a step forward. Your arm flies across the doorway, barring her and Lamar from entry.
“No,” you whisper. “Wait.”
“I have to go in,” she says loudly. “The answer is in there.” You hear Lamar muttering agreement under his breath.
Penny grabs your arm. Her grip is strong - but after enduring hundreds of years
of hell, your strength is on a different level completely. With your free arm, you
reach inside to pull the door shut, but fail to find anything at all - as though the
dream’s fabric ends at this doorway.
Then you smell it. Slimy rock and salt water.
Then you see it. Burning green light, penetrating your eyelids and searing
strange numerical sequences and symbols into your retina.
Then you feel it. The Somnus, rolling around at your feet...
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367500 4968000 16017042557340000 96315899904000000 540 283553298000000 12544 207569682432000000 540
160000 110233500503975236500189421019426598720837129338880000000000
235520000 967182938653365789696 53240000 99117268992000000000 540 1910929403250000
1764 196 1265625 145654750746086400000
2512750000000000 6739200 13445600000000 340122240000000 3630164557056307200000
240000 206640625, 4860 1575 75863030743380787200000000000
1148467464000; 12852450000 1764 1 484483900005306448576875
121513011154751625556955947326436156637184000000000000000 1 3527193600 25388655824814581250000;
17216839706651246592 (61046784000 ‘5376’)
1 95660958379770000000000000000000000000000 540 2001730560 12544 8173733120;
440338418914171907588751360000 3655358987520825000000
1548923660436863908802033212183916254986240000000 ‘160000’
540 4860 412659253866986122700631393803707986695159808000000 1600993350 4860 3079282500000000
10187341332480000000000; 367500 205959984520077287517428121600000000000000 1 13500000
1 21600000, 808582500 160000 3818192437253376000000000 540 696729600 400 160000 62720 540 1
625611266028040885488000000?
1786273294218750000000 187388721000 159372124328656074560989115177280000000000; 52461350092800000
85428741592071586725952428737298432000000000000000
540 160000 790614 540 160000 390625; 49029632505000000 382384901864189952000000000000
12852450000 540 86847468148215978910104971575812096000000000000000 7873200 5419008 12544
1514891596087800000; 13452100312500000000000 1600993350
3644891682440709632261545313280000000000000000
63439251596408836979562508756462080000000000000000; 1187550112500
16200000000000 4860 1834588569600000; 4030333988484375000000 731855698562772?
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